INTRODUCTION
In 1965, Bunge on the one hand and Roe (1965) on the other hand have simultaneously published a theory about three-dimensional analysis of crystallographic textures. Their theories are founded on the same principle: using pole figures which are bi-dimensional projections for the purpose of calculating the three-dimensional texture function f(7). Although the base of their methods is similar, the formalism is slightly different, essentially because of:
indifferent definition of the Euler angles rathe utilization of polynomials having different phase-and normconventions 96 C. ESLING, E. BECHLER-FERRY AND H. J. BUNGE --the way of taking the symmetries into account.
As the scientific publications in the field of texture analysis use either terminologies, the comparison between the various results published requires some correlation relations that we intend to establish.
THE EULER ANGLES
Definition of the Euler angles after Bunge and Roe
The texture functionf(g) describes the orientation distribution of the crystallites in the sample. These orientations are generally described by means of Euler angles making the coinciding of two orthogonal reference systems possible:
Ka bound to the sample and Kn bound to the crystallographic lattice of grains. This coincidence is generally achieved by three successive rotations around the K n reference axes.
FIGURE la Euler angles after Bunge (1969) . FIGURE lb Euler angles after Roe (1965) . 
This density function has to be positive and to verify the normalization condition: f g Z C'f"" T'fl "(g (11) or f(o, , q2)= Z C "e'm2 P"() einel (12) In R. J. Roe's terminology the corresponding development reads: w(@, , )= W,e-'Zt,().e -'" (13) The expression of the generalized spherical harmonics contains polynomials which are associated to Jacobi's polynomials.
(--1)t-'ff-mg(l m)/(l+n)/-1/2 P"(cos)= P"(x)
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Imposing the norm condition to the serial development off(g) gives:
(E C'" TTfl"(g))dg EC'" T "(g) 1 (22) The integral of the generalized spherical harmonics may be considered as a particular case of the orthonormalization relations:
Therefore the norm condition of f(g) determines the value of the first coefficient of rank 0 in the development:
Co= 1 (24) and it follows from a similar calculation:
ooo "/ Relation between the coefficients C;"" and W;"" of the O.D.F.s The determination of the set of coefficients {C7'"}/< l,,,,,x of thef(g) development constitutes an important stage in studying the texture of a polycrystal. Indeed, this set of coefficients contains the whole information about the orientation distribution in a strongly digested form, and enables the later computation off(g) as well as that of the anisotropic physical properties.
Starting from Bunge's development, let us replace the triplet (q91, O, q92) by (if, 0, qg) by applying the correspondence relations Eq. (1):
Since rn and n are dumb indices for summation, it is allowed to permute them and change their signs.
f((/01, O, q)2) ..C e-i"tq'-) P-"-"(cos0) e -i''tq'+2)
Applying the symmetry relation of the polynomials P" and Eq. (15) (27)
we obtain the expression of spherical harmonics in Roe's terminology:
Therefore the constants which multiply them are Roe's coefficients but for the norm factor 1/8 2. We thus obtain: 1 /2 2 C-"-" (30) Wt"" 8rr2 l+ (Bunge, 1969 (Bunge, , 1982 ,,
The combination of the correspondence relations (1) Figure 2 .
THE TWO DIMENSIONAL FUNCTIONS
The mathematical relation which makes it possible to go from O.D.F. to pole figure is an integral (Bunge, 1969; Bunge, 1982 correspondence relations are then particular cases of the relations which have just been established for the three-dimensional functions.
Spherical coordinates on the pole sphere The pole figure P,i is the distribution density of the normals h to a family of crystallographic planes {hi, ki, li} in the sample reference frame.
The orientation of the normals to the considered planes is described with its polar coordinates. These polar coordinates make up an orthogonal curvilinear system of coordinates on the sphere; they are defined identically by (Bunge, 1969; 1982) b) Roe's definition (Roe, 1965) .
Relations between the polynomials P; (cos) and P'() A pole figure can be developed into a series on the spherical surface harmonics. These functions constitute indeed a complete orthogonal basis on the sphere.
According to Bunge, this 
/=0 n=-l
The polynomials with three indices l, m and n are the polynomials associated to the Jacobi ones. When either index m or n is zero, we obtain the polynomials associated to the Legendre ones: 
This relation is verified in the particular case of a random pole figure: q rand. Prand. 
into account.
Equation (51) Bunge creates functions adapted to the symmetries by means of linear combinations of the generalized spherical harmonics TT't "(g) (Bunge, 1965b;  1982). Roe expresses the Wtm, coefficients of the series as being a function of only a smaller number of these, which are linearly independent (Roe, 1966) .
The "lower" symmetry (non-cubic): selection rules We will take the trigonal crystal symmetry and the orthorhombic sample symmetry as examples and investigate these two cases.
The trigonal crystal symmetry Let us recall that the rotations subgroup of the trigonal holohedrism is characterized by one threefold axis and perpendicular to it, three binary axes. The threefold axis (parallel to the Z axis of the K system) selects the generalized spherical harmonics T""(g) whose left index is a multiple of 3. Likewise it selects the Wt,,3,, the other coefficients being necessarily zero. 
The orthorhombic sample symmetry The rotations subgroup is characterized by three binary axes perpendicular two by two. The description of the symmetry conditions is simple when the sample coordinate system K a is parallel to these binary axes ( Figure 4) .
As in the above case the binary axis parallel to the Z axis selects the corresponding even indices, whereas a binary axis perpendicular to X gathers the even indices with opposite signs. In Bunge's procedure, the new orthonormal basis reads: 
Similarly, according to Roe, the series coefficients whose rn indices are necessarily even, are moreover bound by the following condition:
Wl 2mn (--1)t Wt 2m.
The cubic symmetry case: symmetry coefficients according to
Bunge and Roe
The description of the symmetries is simplified if the Z axis of the crystal system is parallel to the four-fold axis which has the highest multiplicity. Considering moreover a binary axis orthogonal to the four-fold axis implies describing the tetragonal symmetry which corresponds to a subgroup of the cubic symmetry.
In Bunge's view the functions adapted to the tetragonal symmetry are:
'n(g) -2[T'n"(g) + (-1)l T-4""(g)l, # > l with 4rn 4(/-1) Tf"(g) A?" "(g) + A" T"(g) + (-1)' T*(g) (68) The index takes on the values 1, 2, 3 M(l) and so numbers the elements of the orthogonal basis:
&u, , 6,,,
In where the square brackets symbolize the integral part of the division. The M(l) number of cubic harmonics is noticeably lower than the number (Eq. 70) of functions of tetragonal symmetry ( Figure 5 ). The calculation of M(l) does not result only from a counting, but it .requires using the group theory (Esling, 1981; Bechler-Ferry, 1981 
These/,,u coefficients more specifically lead to a concise expression of the spherical surface harmonics (Bunge, 1969; 1982) :
They are tabulated for all the integer values of l, up to the degree l= 34 (Table I) 
when is odd.
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